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IEEE 802.3 Ethernet Working Group 
Liaison Communication

Source: IEEE 802.3 Working Group1 

To: Albrecht Oehler Convenor, ISO/IEC JTC1/SC25 WG3 
  

CC: Rainer Schmidt Chair, ISO/IEC JTC1/SC25 
 

Marco Peter Committee Manager, ISO/IEC JTC1/SC25 
  

Thomas H. Wegmann Asst. Committee Manager, ISO/IEC JTC1/SC25 
  

Konstantinos Karachalios Secretary, IEEE-SA Standards Board 
Secretary, IEEE-SA Board of Governors 

  

Paul Nikolich Chair, IEEE 802 LMSC 

Adam Healey Vice-chair, IEEE 802.3 Ethernet Working Group 
  

Jon Lewis Secretary, IEEE 802.3 Ethernet Working Group 
  

Chad Jones Chair, IEEE 802.3 Power Delivery Coordinating 
Committee (PDCC) Ad Hoc 

  

James Withey Liaison Officer, IEEE 802.3 - SC25 WG3 
  

From: David Law Chair, IEEE 802.3 Ethernet Working Group 
  

Subject: Reply to Incoming Liaison JTC 1/SC 25/3073/INF  

Approval: Agreed to at IEEE 802.3 interim teleconference meeting, 20 January 2022 

Dear Mr Oehler, 

We would like to thank you for the preview of JTC1-SC25/3068/CD, ISO/IEC 11801-1/AMD1 
ED1. The IEEE 802.3 Working Group (the WG) has some comments on the draft: 

TOPIC ONE: Current Carrying Limits 

Lines 362 ± 363: The WG has a major concern with the text on line 362, which gives a 
permitted deviation down to 0,75 A. 

1  This document solely represents the views of the IEEE 802.3 Working Group and does not 
necessarily represent a position of the IEEE, the IEEE Standards Association, or IEEE 802. 
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Our main concern is that a PSE will have no way of knowing if it is connected to cabling 
installations incapable of carrying the current available from said PSE. Further, a user may 
not know if the cabling can support any particular PSE, potentially violating the restricted 
current requirement during future upgrades. The effect will be to artificially limit ALL PSE 
installations to the minimum number, effectively lowering the desired available current from 
2,0 A to 0,75 A. Please specify the current capacity of the single-pair channel in such a way 
that it is clear that all channels must support a current capacity of 2,0 A. 

The WG would recommend against a permitted deviation that goes below the current 
carrying capabilities of IEEE 802.3 SPE, perhaps going as far as disallowing the use of a 
cabling class that included this deviation for IEEE 802.3 applications. 

The remedy is to delete lines 362 ± 363. 

TOPIC TWO: Cable Sharing 

Lines 487 ± 488 are written in a confusing manner: first sentence ± ³you can use it´; second 
sentence ± ³the use is not assured´. This is an admitted engineered solution (see line 490) 
which is not appropriate for a generic cabling specification. 

If this is information that ISO/IEC JTC1/SC25 wants to share with readers of ISO/IEC 11801, 
it is better left to an informative annex on shared sheath engineered solutions. This can be 
done by moving section 6.6.4 to a new Annex H with the proper editing to transform to 
informative text. 

TOPIC THREE: Transcription of IEEE Std 802.3 requirements into Annex G 

Line 1015: Annex G: There are multiple issues with this section. 

First, a disclaimer is required. The disclaimer should state that the source of the information 
is IEEE Std 802.3. This is necessary in the event IEEE Std 802.3 changes in the future. The 
WG suggests:  

³The information provided in this annex on IEEE Std 802.3 single pair 
powering is for reference only. For additional information please see the latest 
edition of IEEE Std 802.3, Clause 104. The values in IEEE Std 802.3 take 
precedence in the case of discrepancy between IEEE Std 802.3 and these 
values.´ 

Second, Table G.1 has errors in the Maximum current column (these appear to be significant 
digit rounding errors). Also, two column headings need title refinement as voltage and power 
QHHG�WR�LGHQWLI\�ZKHUH�WKH\¶UH�PHDVXUHG. The WG provides a markup of the table: 
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Third, Table G2. The addition of the loop resistance to the column heading would be a 
service to the reader, helping to understand the derivation of the numbers (see the markup 
below). The last column, Max current (2A), doesn¶W�PDNH�VHQVH�WR�the WG. An explanation is 
needed to the derivation of these numbers and should answer such questions as ³ZKDW¶V�the 
source voltage?´� DQG� ³ZKDW¶V� WKH� WDUget cable voltage drop?´. Further, the numbers 
highlighted in the marked-up table below don¶W�PDNH�VHQVH�WR�WKH�:*. Explanation on the 
derivation of these numbers would be useful. For example, explain why T1-A-400 (Class 
11,14) is 1 meter shorter than T1-A-250 (class 11,14). 

TOPIC FOUR: Cable Transmission Performance 

Lines 304 ± 306 (Please find a presentation attached expanding on the commentary): The 
three cable classes are poorly aligned with IEEE 802.3 PHY technologies. 

Class T1-A is specified only to the frequency extent of 10BASE-T1L. It would be useful to 
have a class that extends the specifications to at least 66 MHz, and possibly 100 MHz, to 
align with 100BASE-T1 (at shorter reaches) and to align with discussions in the IEEE 802.3 
Greater than 10 Mb/s Long-Reach SPE Study Group about a possible 100BASE-T1L. The 
WG looks forward to working with SC25 to define requirements for anticipated cabling 
supporting a long reach 100Mb single pair PHY. 

Class T1-B has a bandwidth of 600 MHz which aligns with 1000BASE-T1, but the PSAACR-
F (alien far end crosstalk) specification does not align with either link segment type A or 
optional link segment type B. It is observed that some specification involving length scaling 
might accomplish this; however, the PSAACR-F specification in the document is not 
currently subject to length adjustment. The WG recommends aligning this specification with 
1000BASE-T1 link segment type A (since it is close), which is a minor adjustment to the 
specification. 

Class T1-C would meet the 1000BASE-T1 link segment type A specification but is over 
specified both in bandwidth and crosstalk.  Similar to the relation between the Class T1-B 
and 1000BASE-T1 link segment type A, Class T1-C and 1000BASE-T1 link segment type B 
specifications fail alien FEXT (PSAACR-F). This seems to require a minor modification, 
possibly by length-scaling. The bandwidth is another issue, as the cabling is over specified 
for the application and would be confusing to the user. Class T1-C GRHVQ¶W seem to have a 
good match in IEEE 802.3 as it is either under or over specified for the existing and 
anticipated applications, except at very short reaches. It's not apparent to the WG for what 
applications Class T1-C would be suitable. We recommend that one of the following three 
options are implemented: 

1. Delete Class T1-C
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2. Align with 1000BASE-T1 link segment type B

3. Align with 2.5GBASE-T1, noting that this is an automotive specification

Please do not hesitate to reach out if there are any further question on our review. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Sincerely, 
David Law 
Chair, IEEE 802.3 Ethernet Working Group 



Issue – alignment of alien crosstalk specs
• ISO/IEC 11801-1 amendment defines two new channels

– T1-B up to 600 MHz
– T1-C up to 1250 MHz

• Alien crosstalk specifications for wideband PHYs in 802.3
– 1000BASE-T1 (600 MHz)

• 1000BASE-T1 has 2 specs: A (15m), and an options B (40m)

– 2.5G/5G/10GBASE-T1 (4000 MHz)
• (bandwidth of alien crosstalk spec is independent of rate)

• ISO specs appear to match neither
– While they are sufficient for 100BASE-T1 (66 MHz), even T1-B is

substantially overspecified both in frequency and crosstalk

1/14/2022 IEEE 802.3 PDCC Ad Hoc Page 5



PSANEXT SPEC
• T1-B ANEXT:

– Meets 1000BASE-T1 seg A
– Fails 1000BASE-T1 seg B,

2.5/5/10GBASE-T1
• T1-C ANEXT

– Meets 1000BASE-T1 seg A, B
• But is excessive on frequency

– Fails 2.5/5/10GBASE-T1

IEEE 802.3 PDCC Ad Hoc Page 61/14/2022



PSAACR-F SPEC
• T1-B PSAACR-F:

– Fails 1000BASE-T1 seg A
– Fails 1000BASE-T1 seg B,

2.5/5/10GBASE-T1
• T1-C PSAACR-F:

– Meets 1000BASE-T1 seg A
• But is excessive on frequency

– Fails 1000BASE-T1 seg B,
2.5/5/10GBASE-T1

IEEE 802.3 PDCC Ad Hoc Page 7

Note: neither specification defines length scaling for this parameter, so none is applied.
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Summary & Recommendations
• ISO T1-B has frequency range fitting 1000BASE-T1 applications, but has insufficient PSAACR-F

specifications
– Noting that T1-B PSAACR-F is marked ffs, recommend aligning to meet 1000BASE-T1 link segment A

specifications (Eqn 97-24 in IEEE P802.3dc D3.0)

• ISO T1-C has insufficient frequency range for 802.3 PHYs faster than 1 Gb/s, and excessive for 1
Gb/s or less
– Meets alien crosstalk specs for 1000BASE-T1 type A link segment at 2x the frequency insufficient for

1000BASE-T1 type B and 2.5/5/10GBASE-T1
– Recommend EITHER: (1) deleting T1-C, (2) adjusting PSAACR-F to align with 1000BASE-T1 segment B, or

(3) Redefining all parameters and frequency to align with 2.5G, 5G, or 10GBASE-T1
• While ISO T1-A aligns with 10BASE-T1L, it may be useful to extend the frequency:

– At least 66 MHz would align additionally with Clause 96 100BASE-T1 and a possible future BASE-T1L PHY project being
considered in the IEEE 802.3 Greater than 10 Mb/s Study Group
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